Theme: To be a good neighbor you must meet the greatest neighbor.
Introduction: We are all part of communities and we all want to be good neighbors. But
anytime we live in close contact with others, conflict is inevitable. And in today’s world,
we have more opportunities to isolate ourselves from our neighbors than perhaps ever
before. Yet God has designed us for relationship and responsibility, and being a good
neighbor is entirely consistent with Christianity—we are all called to be good neighbors.

To do this we must ask and answer two questions:
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1. Who is my neighbor?
The call to be a good neighbor, and even to love our neighbors, did not originate in
the gospels. It goes back to Leviticus 19:17-18.
There, the Lord makes a connection between our neighbors and our brothers.
Neighbor is a broader category than we may have realized.
In the parable of the Good Samaritan (Luke 10:25-37), Jesus shows us that our
neighbors are anyone God puts in our paths who need help.
2. How can I be a good neighbor?
Scripture tells us exactly how to be a good neighbor—we must love them as
ourselves.
This command (to love our neighbors) is not just part of the law, but actually
summarizes its second part (commandments on how we treat others).
Mere knowledge of what it means to be a good neighbor is not enough—it must
produce action.
In this and every way, Jesus was the greatest neighbor. He saw us when we were his
enemies and needed mercy, and he took all of the actions necessary to rescue us and
to restore us.
All of his mercy came at the greatest cost to himself, and resulted in the greatest
kindness and mercy toward us, his neighbors.

Questions:
1. How has Jesus loved you? What kind of neighbor has he been?

2. Who has he brought into your life who needs mercy?
3. How do you need to grow in neighbor love?

[Type here]

